Break Down Fat, Firm Up, Slim Down and Lose Inches!
We all want to lose inches fast, and now you can achieve healthy weight loss with a
body that burns the fat without dieting or the use of a dangerous diet pill. It is a safe
and natural way to slim and tone your body. The secret is now yours for the taking.
The fast and easy way to slim and tone your body with TUA 360°
BodyShaping Belt.
The TUA 360° BodyShaping Belt is a lightweight, portable unit that is designed to
help remove your unwanted curves and help redefine your body. You're free to
exercise at your own pace, at home or away, sitting or standing. Use it to tone and
firm your legs, chest, tummy, thighs, hips and buttocks.
While vibrating slimming belt in the market merely massages your body, TUA 360°
uses the advanced scientific technology of electrostimulation. Electrostimulation is
a very safe and simple procedure, in which micro currents are applied to the
muscle fibers of a treated area, stimulating them and making them work. The
stimulation creates huge energy demand in the muscles. To satisfy this demand,
muscles utilize surrounding fats as the source of energy, burning them the same as
they do during a regular workout. As a result, muscles and skin become tight.
Besides firming muscles, which results in an incredible loss of inches,
electrostimulation also increases metabolism, fluid circulation and oxygenation of a
treated area, making it a very effective tool for anti-cellulite treatment.

TUA 360° is designed to fulfill all your needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat and well toned abdominal area
Curvy hips
Toned and slim thighs
Firm and tone buttocks
Firm and lifted breasts
Curved and toned in all the right places

The patented ROTOFIT system of the TUA 360° makes it better. It allows the
electrode to be targeted towards individual groups of muscles, positioning the
electrode pairs on the various muscle groups adapting to the shape, size and position
of the muscle groups. With this, you can use TUA 360° in more than just the large
surface area. The ROTOFIT systems allow TUA 360° to be use to slim and firm
your inner and outer thigh, lower and upper abs, firming your breast and
buttocks by positioning at the muscle group of these delicates area.
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100% designed and manufactured in Italy, TUA 360° has been in the market for
14 years. It is in conformity with stringent international safety standards and
covered by major quality marks. Besides, TUA 360° is clinically proven and
scientifically tested to have a success rate of 84.6% in improving skin & muscle
tone and reducing excess fat & cellulites.
The battery operated belt, is easy to use and do not cause any unpleasant heat or
vibration. It is completely portable, lightweight and compact and can be carried with
you to use wherever you are. It does more than just slimming. TUA 360° is
designed for slimming, toning, firming and shaping for your entire body. It brings
better and longer lasting results that are noticeable after 7 sessions.
It’s a natural and effective way of achieving a beautiful body without the surgical
intervention or the dangerous and nasty starvation diets.
Call us at 03 – 2287 2522 for free trial now.
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